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From Hell with Love Jabberwocky Literary Agency,
Inc.
The next thrilling chapter in New York Times
bestselling author Simon R. Green’s Secret
Histories fantasy adventure series featuring
supernatural super-agent Eddie Drood. The name’s
Drood. Eddie Drood. And believe me, I wish to hell it
wasn’t. Being part of an enigmatic, fractious family
who’ve been keeping humanity safe from the
world’s more horrifying elements is hard enough.
But when the Matriarch of the clan is murdered, it’s
a none-for-all, all-for-themselves family feud. And
as usual, yours truly is suspect numero uno. Yeah,
blood is thinner than water around here, folks.
Worse still, second in line for slaughter is my main
lady, the magical Molly Metcalfe. So, there’s not
much to it except to go on the run and hunt down the
true killer. Or should I say killers? Because it turns
out there’s another kind of family out there. Think
of them as the anti-Droods. They’ve been meddling
with mankind in the worst sort of way for thousands
of years. Because they’re apparently immortal.
They’re also atrociously strong. And now they’ve
decided that it’s time for the Droods to go bye-bye.
Maybe I should just go home and hug it out with the

family...
The Best Thing You Can Steal Baen Books
Master thief, rogue and chancer Gideon Sable is back for
another fast-paced supernatural heist - and this time he has the
vault of a Las Vegas casino in his sights Judi Rifkin is one of the
world's most successful collectors of the weird and unnatural. In
a London underworld filled with criminals with very special
talents, Judi is a force to be reckoned with. And Gideon Sable -
thief, rogue and chancer - owes her a very large favour. Judi
makes him an offer he can't refuse: steal her the legendary
Masque of Ra, kept safe in a Las Vegas casino, and she'll wipe
the slate clean. This isn't Gideon's first heist by a long shot. But
with old grudges threatening to cloud his judgment, an
unpredictable crew who don't entirely trust each other and a
formidable supernatural security team guarding his target, this
job might be a gamble too far . . . A Matter of Death and Life is
the sequel to The Best Thing You Can Steal, and is the second
supernatural heist thriller featuring master conman Gideon
Sable from British SFF veteran and New York Times bestselling
author Simon R. Green.
Deathstalker Legacy Roc
The first three novels featuring an unlikely pair of heroes--Hawk and
Fisher--follows the mismatched duo as they make their way through the
sinister city of Haven, dispensing their own brand of justice on the
miscreants, demons, spellcasters, and others who live there, in an
omnibus edition containing Hawk & Fisher, Winner Take All, and The
God Killer. Original. 17,500 first printing.

The Dark Side of the Road Jabberwocky Literary Agency,
Inc.
A planet of outlaws, rebels, and misfits must fight back
against the corrupt empire in a novel by a New York
Times–bestselling author: “Lots of action.” —Science
Fiction Chronicle Long before the start of a galactic
rebellion, Mistworld is just another rebel planet, cut off

from the fruits of empire by a punishing blockade. In a
spaceport where ships hardly land anymore, and any
piece of high tech is worth far more than its weight in gold,
a medieval order has imposed itself on this once-rich
world: The strong rule, the weak perish, and no one is too
rich to steal. Investigator Topaz is one of the few honest
people left on this cutthroat planet. With her husband,
Sergeant Michael Gunn, Topaz does what she can to keep
the crooks who run Mistworld in check. But when the
corrupt Empire devises an unprecedented scheme to
attack the ESP shield that guards Mistworld, Topaz is the
only one who can save the planet from being overrun. An
enemy fleet lurks just off world—but it is the enemies at
home whom Topaz and Gunn should fear the most.
A Matter of Death and Life Jabberwocky
Literary Agency, Inc.
ISHMAEL JONES IS ON THE CASE. Paranormal
private detective Ishmael Jones is invited
to his employer's country house for
Christmas just in time to become embroiled
in a locked-room mystery with a
supernatural twist. CALL HIM ISHMAEL . . .
Ishmael Jones. He's used to keeping a low
profile, living under the radar and on the
dark side of the road. He makes his living
solving mysteries and uncovering dark
secrets some would prefer to stay hidden.
But when he's invited by his employer—a man
known only as "The Colonel"—to spend
Christmas at the Colonel's sprawling
country house, Ishmael Jones decides to
come in from the dark for some holiday
cheer. Jones arrives at the remote
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Belancourt Manor in the midst of a blizzard
only to discover that the Colonel has gone
missing. It soon becomes clear that the
guests are harboring dark secrets—and that
it will be up to Ishmael Jones to stop a
savage killer. A locked-room, country house
mystery with a supernatural twist as only
Simon R. Green could write it. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About Simon R. Green: “A macabre and
thoroughly entertaining world.” —Jim
Butcher on the Nightside series “A splendid
riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an
enigma, conveyed with trademark
wisecracking humor, and carried out with
maximum bloodshed and mayhem. In a word,
irresistible.” —Kirkus, Starred Review of
Simon R. Green's Night Fall “[F]or those
who want a fantasy-genre mash-up that
doesn’t slow down.” —Booklist on From a
Drood to a Kill “Simon R. Green is a great
favorite of mine. It’s almost impossible to
find a writer with a more fertile
imagination than Simon. He’s a writer who
seems endlessly inventive.” —Charlaine
Harris
Something from the Nightside Penguin
Mageworlds Book One: The war with the
Mageworlds is over. Now it's time for the real
struggle to begin. Freebooter at heart, spacer
by trade, Beka Rosselin-Metadi doesn't want to
hear about her father whose rugged generalship
held back the Mageworlds--or her highborn
mother whose leadership has held the galaxy
together ever since. Beka pilots
spacecraft--as far from her famous family as
possible, thanks very much. Then Beka's mother
is assassinated on the Senate floor, and her
father offers her Warhammer, prize ship from
his own freebooting youth--if she'll use it to
deliver the assassins to him "off the books."
Looking for assassins has a tendency to make

assassins look for you. In short order Beka's
arranged her own very public death and adopted
a new identity; now all she has to do is leave
a trail of kidnappings and corpses across five
star systems, and blow the roof off the
strongest private fortress in the Galaxy. If
her own family can just get off her case long
enough...! At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Blue Moon Rising Penguin
Welcome to London, but not as you know it. A
place where magics and horror run free,
wonders and miracles are everyday things, and
the dark streets are full of very shadowy
people . . . Gideon Sable is a thief and a con
man. He specializes in stealing the kind of
things that can't normally be stolen. Like a
ghost's clothes, or a photo from a country
that never existed. He even stole his current
identity. Who was he originally? Now, that
would be telling. One thing's for sure though,
he's not the bad guy. The people he steals
from always have it coming. Gideon's planning
a heist, to steal the only thing that matters
from the worst man in the world. To get past
his security, he's going to need a crew who
can do the impossible . . . but luckily, he
has the right people in mind. The Damned, the
Ghost, the Wild Card . . . and his ex-
girlfriend, Annie Anybody. A woman who can be
anyone, with the power to make technology fall
in love with her. If things go well, they'll
all get what they want. And if they're lucky,
they might not even die trying . . .
Shadows Fall Penguin
A NEW MASTERPIECE OF MACABRE HUMOR AND ACTION
FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF
ROBIN HOOD, PRINCE OF THIEVES, THE NATIONALLY
BEST-SELLING NIGHTSIDE SERIES, THE
DEATHSTALKER CHRONICLES, THE ISHMAEL JONES
PARANORMAL MYSTERIES, AND MORE! HYDE IN THE
SHADOWS Daniel Carter was a London cop who
just wanted to do the right thing. But during
a raid on an organ-selling chop shop, he is

almost torn to pieces by monsters. And no one
believes him. Hurt and crippled, his career
over and his life in ruins, Daniel is suddenly
presented with a chance at redemption. And
revenge. It seems that more than two centuries
ago, the monsters of the world
disappeared—into the underworld of crime.
Guild-like Clans now have control over all the
dark and illegal trades, from the awful
surgeries of the Frankenstein Clan, to the
shadowy and seductive Vampire Clan, to the
dreaded purveyors of drugs and death, the Clan
of Mummies. And there’s always the Werewolf
Clan, to keep order. Only one force stands
opposed to the monster Clans: the superstrong,
extremely sexy, quick-witted Hydes! Now Daniel
is just one sip of Dr. Jekyll’s Elixir away
from joining their company. At Jekyll & Hyde
Inc. At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About Simon R. Green: “A macabre and
thoroughly entertaining world.” —Jim Butcher
on the Nightside series “A splendid riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma,
conveyed with trademark wisecracking humor,
and carried out with maximum bloodshed and
mayhem. In a word, irresistible.” —Kirkus,
Starred Review of Simon R. Green's Night Fall
“[F]or those who want a fantasy-genre mash-up
that doesn’t slow down.” —Booklist on From a
Drood to a Kill “Simon R. Green is a great
favorite of mine. It’s almost impossible to
find a writer with a more fertile imagination
than Simon. He’s a writer who seems endlessly
inventive.” —Charlaine Harris
Night Fall Gollancz
Before Owen Deathstalker, there was the
Twilight of the Empire... Ghostworld. Unseeli.
A dead world, at least since the Ashrai
Rebellion ten years before. A world of metal
trees crucial to the Empire, as crucial as
Captain John Silence will one day be to the
Empress. But not now. Silence botched the
Empire’s response to the Rebellion, and bears
the burden for a world wiped clean of all
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life, save its precious metal trees. Now, Base
Thirteen has gone silent, cut itself off from
the Empire, and stopped its crucial shipments.
Silence has to find out why, and clean up his
mess, aided by the ESPer Diane Vertue and
Investigator Frost. Behind each locked door on
Base Thirteen, mystery and menace await.
Ghostworld has previously been published
singly, as well as in the omnibus editions
Twilight of the Empire (US) and Deathstalker
Prelude (UK). Be sure to enjoy the other
Prelude/Twilight of the Empire novels
Mistworld and Hellworld, and the entire
Deathstalker series, all from New York Times
bestselling author Simon R. Green.
Deathstalker National Geographic Books
Owen Deathstalker has a prophecy to fulfill. Just
as the espers foretold, Owen tumbled an empire and
witnessed the end of everything he believed
in...all that’s left to do is die. But Owen has a
few more scores he’d like to settle before his
borrowed time is up. The Empire is besieged by
nanotechnology plagues and AI invasions, while
mysterious and horrific beings, known as “the
Recreated,” descend from the Darkvoid. But right
now, Owen’s only concern is rescuing Hazel d‘Ark
from the vicious Blood Runners who abducted her.
He’s already lost so much to become the leader and
warrior he never wanted to be; he’ll be damned if
he loses Hazel too. So one more time, Owen
Deathstalker will step up and be the hero--for
Hazel, and then for Humanity. One more time, he’ll
call upon the gifts of the Deathstalker Clan to
fulfill his destiny and face death. All while
knowing that every “one more time” could be his
last. Deathstalker: Destiny is the fifth book in
New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green’s
beloved space opera series. Don't miss the next
chapter of the Deathstalker universe in
Deathstalker: Legacy.

Spirits From Beyond Open Road Media
Owen Deathstalker, last of the infamous
warrior Clan, always considered himself
more of a writer than a fighter, preferring
his history books to making any actual
history with a sword. But books won’t
protect him from Her Imperial Majesty

Lionstone XIV, who just Outlawed and
condemned Owen to death, without any
explanation, reason, or warning. No wonder
she’s called the Iron Bitch. Now, on the
run from Imperial starcruisers, shady
mercenaries, and just about everyone else
in the Empire, Owen’s options are limited.
Though the name Deathstalker still commands
respect in certain quarters, out on the
Rim, Owen is lucky he can cobble together a
makeshift team of castoffs, including an ex-
pirate, a cyborg, and a bounty hunter. But
allies won’t be enough to save him. If he’s
to live, Owen can either run forever...or
take down the corrupt Empire. To do that,
he’ll need the fabled Darkvoid Device—an
artifact dating back to the first
Deathstalker and perhaps the only weapon
powerful enough to help this ragtag
rebellion win. The time has come for Owen
to finally embrace his Deathstalker
heritage...and all the blood and death that
go along with it. Deathstalker is the first
book in New York Times bestselling author
Simon R. Green’s beloved space opera
series.
Ghostworld Jabberwocky Literary Agency, Inc.
A golden age doesn’t last forever... Owen
Deathstalker sacrificed everything to topple a
corrupt empire and usher humanity into an age of
peace and prosperity. Now Lewis Deathstalker,
Owen’s descendant, carries on the family name and
honor as a Paragon, warriors famed for their skill
and heroism who dispense the king’s justice
throughout the galaxy. However, two hundred years
have passed since Owen and his gang of heroes
disappeared into legend, and the peace that the
Deathstalker bought with his life is quickly
coming to an end. Amidst political uncertainty,
Lewis’s oldest friend, Douglas, ascends the throne
and names Lewis to the archaic, and largely
symbolic, role of King’s Champion. But Lewis
quickly finds that he has all the bad luck of his
famous ancestor and that his old allies have
become his enemies. Surrounded on all sides by

plots and treason with the political situation
spiralling out of control, Lewis is exiled from
court in disgrace. Now it’s the new Deathstalker’s
turn to save the empire with only a ragged band of
allies as chaos spreads throughout the empire and
threatens to end the golden age.
Buried Memories Baen Books
In this trilogy set in the Deathstalker universe,
the New York Times–bestselling author delivers
“lots of action” and “exotic dangers” (Science
Fiction Chronicle). Gathered here into a single
volume, the novels in Simon R. Green’s Twilight of
the Empire series take place before Owen
Deathstalker’s rebellion in the same universe. An
empire that once peacefully united galaxies in
harmony is now rotten with corruption and ruled by
a mad empress, threatened by outside alien
invasion and violent internal rebellion. Against
this background, “Green moves his plot at top
speed” and delivers action-packed adventures set
on three different worlds (Asimov’s Science
Fiction Magazine). Mistworld: A rebel planet, cut
off from the fruits of the Empire by a punishing
blockade, Mistworld is a refuge for criminals,
traitors, and exiles. Under a harsh medieval
order, the strong rule, the weak perish, and
everyone steals. A legendary Siren, possessed of
terrible mental powers, Investigator Topaz is one
of the few honest ones left. And when the Empire
attempts to attack the psionic shield that
protects Mistworld, she is the only one who can
save them, whether they deserve it or not . . .
Ghostworld: Ten years ago, the indigenous people
of Unseeli rose up in rebellion against the
Empire. Captain John Silence led the massacre that
left the natives extinct and the planet
uninhabited, except for the engineers who mine its
invaluable metals. But when communication is
abruptly cut off from the mining settlement,
Captain Silence must return to find out what’s
gone wrong—and confront the ghosts that still
haunt his nightmares . . . Hellworld: Disgraced
naval officer Scott Hunter is given a choice: get
drummed out of the Imperial starfleet or join a
suicide mission with the Hell Squad. One-way
planetary scouts, the Hell Squad is made up of
outcasts who explore new worlds for colonization.
They survive or they die, but they never come
back. Hunter leads a motley team of hard-nosed
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rebels to the volcano planet of Wolf IV, where they
discover an ancient city and awaken a race of
aliens. And now it’s kill or be killed . . .
Deathstalker War Penguin
The Deathstalker series reaches its exciting
conclusion in New York Times bestselling author
Simon R. Green’s adventurous novel of a galaxy in
chaos... More than two centuries ago, angry and
grief-stricken after losing Owen Deathstalker,
Hazel d’Ark entered the Madness Maze—which fed off
her raw emotions and transformed her into The
Terror, a force capable of devouring galaxies. To
stop her, the recently resurrected Owen must use
the powers he gained during his own stay in the
Madness Maze—and go back in time to prevent
Hazel’s transformation. Now, without Owen to guide
him, Lewis Deathstalker has no choice but to
assume command of an Imperial fleet loyal to the
Deathstalker legacy and lead it to victory over
Finn Durandal, the despot who seized the throne.
Lewis knows that he has been branded a traitor by
the Empire. But when he learns that Finn has
executed his entire family, his mission to
overthrow his former friend’s tyranny is secondary
to his desire for revenge...
Mean Streets Jabberwocky Literary Agency, Inc.
The Carnacki Institute is all about ghosts - or at
least, keeping them under control. Their latest
assignment sees JC and the team sent to a small
country village, site of a famously haunted inn.
At first, JC thinks that the spirits in the King's
Arms are more the stuff of urban legend than
anything that needs the Ghost Finders' expertise.
But one story rings true: the tale of a traveller
trapped in the inn by an unusual thunderstorm. She
retired to her room for the night - and vanished.
Trapped by an unusual thunderstorm - like the one
that begins raging outside shortly after they
arrive . . . As the team investigates, they are
forced, one by one, to face some hard truths about
themselves, their relationships and the haunting
itself - truths that may push Happy Jack over the
edge into the madness he has always feared . . .
Spirits from Beyond is the fourth title in New
York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green's
Ghost Finders series.

Paths Not Taken Penguin
In the sequel to Deathstalker, outlaw Owen
Deathstalker and his band of washed-up

warriors, pirates, and aliens battle the
tyrannical Queen Lionstone XIV to preserve
the galaxy's freedom. Reissue.
Deathstalker Destiny Severn House Publishers Ltd
New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green
continues his compelling space opera with the
second novel in the Deathstalker series. Owen
Deathstalker—outlawed, with a price on his head
and the blood of a mighty warrior lineage in his
veins—had no choice but to embrace a dangerous
destiny. With nothing to lose, only he had the
courage to take up arms against Queen Lionstone
XIV. Now as he gathers his unlikely allies—the
legendary washed-up hero Jack Random, the
beautiful pirate Hazel d’Arc, the original
Deathstalker long since presumed dead, and the
alien Hadenmen whose purposes no human can
discern—the eyes of the downtrodden are upon him
while the freedom of a galaxy hangs in the
balance...

A Walk on the Nightside Open Road Media
Owen Deathstalker defends his honor in this
thriller in New York Times bestselling
author Simon R. Green’s epic science
fiction series. Owen Deathstalker became a
hero after the great rebellion against the
tyranny of Lionstone XIV. But he and his
compatriots have no chance to enjoy their
victory before they are launched into
conflict again—this time among factions
quarreling over who will replace the
deposed Empress. Owen and Hazel d’Ark
attempt to escape the ensuing chaos only to
discover that Humanity has problems more
pressing than political squabbles as they
encounter an even greater threat—an
encroaching invasion fleet of alien
origin...
Down Among the Dead Men Jabberwocky
Literary Agency, Inc.
Take a journey through the Age of Heroes...
After falling in love with the king’s
intended, Lewis Deathstalker is now exiled,
an outlaw from the empire he faithfully

served for so long. With Lewis out of the
way, former, Paragon Finn Durandal, has led
a silent coup to wrest control from the
king and set himself up as the power behind
the throne. But Durandal is not the
Empire’s biggest threat. The Terror that
Owen Deathstalker prophesied nearly 200
years ago is almost upon them, and Owen is
supposedly the only one who can save
civilization from unspeakable horrors.
Lewis, unwilling to believe that the
galaxy’s savior is dead, sets off to the
darkest reaches of the Galaxy to find his
lost ancestor. Lewis intends to retrace
Owen’s footsteps and overturn every
possible lead. But with Finn in control of
the empire’s massive forces, he is
outmanned and outgunned at every turn.
Lewis must stay one step ahead of Finn’s
ever-expanding reach if he has any hope of
discovering Owen’s fate. Deathstalker
Return is the seventh book in the beloved
New York Timesbestselling author Simon R.
Green’s beloved space opera series.
Mistworld Penguin
Quests are overrated All his life, Prince
Rupert thrilled in the glorious exploits of
his royal ancestors. Finally embarking on
his own heroic journey, Rupert realizes
there’s a lot the minstrels leave out of
their songs. On the hunt for a mythical
dragon, besieged by demons, and navigating
the cursed Darkwood with a smart-mouthed
unicorn, Rupert is becoming somewhat
disenchanted with legends. But even if he
succeeds, peril awaits, because the king
never intended for his spare heir to return
from this fool’s errand. Now, with the help
of a few unusual allies, Rupert must make
up the story as he goes--outmaneuvering
assassins, thwarting the voracious spread
of the Darkwood, and grappling with rumors
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of a powerful evil’s return. Rupert may not
be the hero Forest Kingdom wanted, but at
this rate, he’s the only one they’re going
to get. New York Times bestselling author
Simon R. Green’s trademark wit and genre-
twisting narrative sparkles in Blue Moon
Rising, the first book of The Forest
Kingdom series.
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